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Food Activists to Cycle Across Country 
 
 

Who: Twelve cyclists(ages 19-25) 
What: A 3,000-mile bike tour from Portland, OR to Boston, MA 

Why: To build a more powerful movement for global food sovereignty 
 

Contact: 
 

Amy Nordrum 
401.480.2995 

anordrum@ohio.edu 
 

http://bikeacrossamerica.wordpress.com/ 
 

-------------------------------------------------- 
 

A dozen cyclists will traverse the states by bike this summer in a cross-country tour aimed to 
raise awareness of and energy for global food sovereignty.  
 
Food sovereignty is the right and ability of an individual or community to grow or raise an ample 
quantity of healthy, ecologically sustainable food. This right is compromised when individuals or 
regions meet with policies that prevent seed-saving or subsidies that make it difficult for small-
scale farmers to competitively price their produce and livestock.  
 
The riders on this tour are concerned about these barriers and have chosen a 3,000-mile bike trip 
as a means to explore the interplay of government and corporate interests that underlie American 
food production and distribution.  
 
Twelve riders, ages 19-25 (including many recent college graduates), will leave from Portland, 
Oregon on June 27th and bike into Boston, Massachusetts two months later. The trip will kick off 
with visits to livestock and berry farms and camping in Washington’s wine country. Then it will 
carry them up the Continental Divide and the northern Rockies, across the Great Plains of 
Montana and North Dakota, and through the rich organic agricultural region of southern 
Wisconsin. After a quick ferry ride to Michigan, the tour will continue to Niagara Falls, across 
upstate New York and to the metropolitan coastline of Massachusetts.  
 
Riders will camp on land provided by farmers, business owners, nonprofits, and community 
leaders along the way, starting each day with a 60-mile ride and culminate in meals and 
discussion with key players in the elaborate local food culture that spans the full length of this 
ten-state tour. Cyclists hope to learn about the techniques of small businesses and food security 
activists, study innovative methods used by organic farmers, and gather unique perspectives on 
the challenges of our food system and best practical approaches for improving it. By 



documenting the journey through a blog, the riders hope to inspire dialogue and build an online 
resource for real progress on the sustainable food front. 
 
The group of bikers is a collective force composed of a varied and diverse group of individuals. 
Amelia Lukic-Kegel has spent many family vacations atop a bicycle, volunteering and cycling 
with her parents and brother. She and a fellow rider, Amy Nordrum, worked on organic farms in 
northern Wisconsin last summer. Amy grew up in rural southern Ohio and has a degree in 
journalism but found greatest reward as a summer intern at that berry farm. Ben Amundson 
moved to Vancouver for college, creating an original program of study called Human Ecology of 
the Americas. He visited the School of the Americas as a boy and credits his passion for social 
justice to this visit. Rodrigo Samayoa was born in Guatemala City and has since lived in 
Ecuador, Honduras, Costa Rica, and Vancouver. The inequities he’s found in “developed” as 
well as poorer countries has inspired him to explore food security through this tour. 
 
Each biker has a $1,000 fundraising goal, with all donations going toward building sustainable 
agriculture in Bolivia through the Seeds of Survival program facilitated by Unitarian Service of 
Canada. This program trains farmers in best practices and coordinates the sharing of knowledge 
between individuals and communities. Seeds of Survival also fosters self-sufficiency and long-
term survival by conserving soil, teaching seed-saving techniques, and setting up small-scale 
irrigation.  
  
By the time each rider reaches Boston in August, he or she will have traveled over 3,000 miles 
on a bicycle, met with countless groups and individuals committed to building a better food 
system, shared knowledge through conversation and media outreach, and raised enough money 
to offset a quarter of the annual budget of the Seeds of Survival program in Bolivia.  
 
   


